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Electrical Characterization of Thick Film Superconductors 

by 

Christopher A. Turman 

Electrical Engineering 

ABSTRACT 

With the recent discovery of High T, ceramic 

superconducting materials, many potential applications which 

were considered impossible just a few years ago are now being 

realized. These new uses of superconductors will take place 

in electronics and energy systems where many different 

materials are used together. If these superconducting 

materials are to be used successfully, they must be 

characterized. 

Film quality was characterized by measuring’ the 

electrical properties under different conditions. Films were 

tested on alumina and magnesia substrates, to characterize the 

substrate interactions. Films were printed in different 

thicknesses and different widths, to determine the effect of 

film geometry on film quality. Finally these films were aged 

in a room ambient to determine the effect of atmospheric 

exposure. 

The results of these tests show that thick film 

Superconductors can be easily fabricated on magnesia 

substrates. Superconducting thick films can also be



fabricated on alumina substrates, provided the film thickness 

is greater than 100pm and line width is greater than 50 mils. 

On either substrate material critical currents of the films 

consistently decreased with thinner, narrower lines and 

environmental exposure. The maximum critical current on 

2 magnesia substrates was 635 A/cm* for an unaged 77ym thick by 

200 mil wide line, and the minimum was 345 A/cmn* for a 25pm 

thick by 50 mil wide line aged for thirty days. Alumina 

substrates showed the same trend with a maximum of 75 A/cm? 

for an unaged 125ym thick by 200 mil wide line and a minimum 

of 47 A/cm? for a 100pm thick by 100 mil wide line aged for 

thirty days.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Since the discovery of ceramic superconductors in the 

La-Ba-Cu-O [1] system, research into superconductors and 

their processing has risen greatly. This research has 

yielded superconductors with critical temperatures or T,’s 

above the temperature of boiling liquid nitrogen (77 K). 

The best known of these superconductors are in the Y-Ba-Cu-0O 

system with a T, of approximately 95 K and have the chemical 

composition of YBa,Cu,0, [2]. This more recent discovery is 

very significant because it allows the use of the more 

available liquid nitrogen rather than very expensive liquid 

helium. 

The use of now accessible T,’s in the development of 

high-speed microelectronics, however, requires the 

preparation of these materials in thick and thin-film forms. 

The development of a thick film technology for the high T, 

oxides is particularly important for hybrid technologies, rf 

and microwave devices where the relatively coarse line 

resolution of thick-film technology is acceptable. To 

incorporate superconductors into thick film technology a 

paste must be produced which will yield a film with 

properties similar to a bulk superconductor [3]. These



processes also have the advantages of being relatively 

simple to produce, with short prototype times, and low cost. 

1.2 Objectives 

The main objective was to develop a thick film paste 

which could be easily screen printed using standard thick 

film microelectronic fabrication techniques. When a 

feasible paste was produced it was printed and annealed to 

optimize the film’s electrical properties. To optimize 

these properties firing time and temperature were varied. 

When an optimum firing was achieved, film quality was 

further studied by examining the effect of substrate 

materials, film thickness, line widths, and environmental 

exposure. 

1.3 Proposed Tests 

There are three important properties of a 

Superconductor. Critical temperature (T,), is the highest 

temperature at which superconductivity is achieved. 

Critical current density (J,), the maximum current density 

able to be passed through a superconductor in the 

Superconducting state. Critical magnetic field (H,, the 

maximum magnetic field to which a superconductor can be



exposed and remain superconducting. Each of these is a 

useful measure of the limits of performance of a 

superconductor. For circuit application the most useful are 

T, and J, while H, is useful for magnetic and electro- 

mechanical applications. Electrical testing was limited to 

T, and J, (at 30 K) due to equipment limitations. 

It was also desired to examine surface properties of 

the films with the use of a scanning electron microscope 

SEM. Chemical analysis, using an energy dispersive x-ray 

analyzer (EDAX) which is attached to the SEM, was also of 

intrest.



Chapter 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2-1 Thick Film Pastes 

Thick film pastes consist of four major components. 

Each of these has properties necessary for the production of 

a usable consistent paste. 

1) Active Component - The active component contributes the 

desired properties to the final mixture. For example, 

common conductor pastes use silver or gold to take advantage 

of high conductivity, while dielectric pastes use barium 

titanate to take advantage of a high dielectric constant. 

2) Organic Vehicle - Organic vehicles give a thick film 

paste fluidity. The addition of a vehicle allows the solid 

active ingredient to behave like a fluid in the printing 

process. Vehicles are commonly made from organic 

hydrocarbon compounds to allow the vehicle to evaporate or 

react with the atmosphere while the film is being fired. 

3) Organic Binders ~ Organic binders are added directly to 

the vehicle in order to increase viscosity. Binders can 

also add a thixotropic property to the paste which allows 

the paste to pass easily through the printing screen while 

maintaining a well defined static shape on the substrate 

surface. This component burns out during firing.



4) Glass Binder - A glass binder is added to provide a 

buffer layer between the active component and the substrate 

material. It is usually a low melting glass frit which 

melts or softens during firing. This buffer layer promotes 

adhesion of the film and matches thermal expansion rates 

between the film and substrate.[4,5,6] No glass binder was 

used in the superconductor films for fear that the low 

melting glass would wet the surface of the superconductor 

particles and destroy conductivity paths. 

2.2 Superconductors 

Superconductors were discovered in 1911 by Kamerlingh 

Onnes, when studying the effects of extremely low 

temperatures on the resistivity of materials. He found that 

when mercury is cooled to the temperature of liquid helium 

(4.2 K) all electrical resistance disappears. He also 

discovered that not all metals have the property. (See 

Figure 1.)[7] Since that time over 2000 metals and alloys 

have been found to have superconducting properties. In 1913 

Onnes won the Nobel prize for the liquefying of helium and 

his discovery of superconductivity was considered a 

fascinating phenomenon but not of any practical use. 

Figure 2 shows the progression of T.‘s from the 

discovery of superconductors in 1911 to 1973 when the
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highest T, material was Nb,Ge with a T, of 23 K.[8] In 1987 

a new class of superconducting materials was discovered 

which had T,.’s significantly higher than those of any 

previous materials. These materials were ceramics and the 

first of these discovered by J. G. Bednorz and K. A. Muller 

was Ba, ,LaxCuO, with a T, of 35 K. [2] This discovery was 

quickly followed by even higher T,.’s materials YBa,Cu,0, T- 

(95 K [2]), Bi,Ca,Sr,cu,0, T, (105 K [9]), and T1,Ba,Ca,Cu,0,, T, 

(125 K [10]). 

2.3 Thick Film Superconductors 

Thick film superconductor research has been given much 

less attention than thin film studies. Thick film work is 

still very important and has been carried out on most high 

T, materials . Most of this work has been using the Y-Ba- 

Cu-O system on various substrate materials. These 

substrates including alumina, magnesia, sapphire, beryllia, 

and yittria stabilized zirconia.[3,11-15] The goal of thick 

film process is to produce a film with electrical 

characteristics equivalent to those of the bulk 

superconducting materials while some thin film processes 

improve on the those properties. The most common substrate 

material used in hybrid microelectronics is alumina and is 

the standard for comparison. Superconductors on alumina are 

8



very difficult to produce because alumina has the 

disadvantage of reacting with YBa,Cu,0, and destroying 

superconductivity by causing phase separation. [3] A T, on 

alumina substrates of 85 K has been reported. [12] This is 

much higher than any other reported T, on alumina 

substrates, which range from 66-75 K. [3,11,15] The most 

successful substrate materials for thick film applications 

are yittria stabilized zirconia and beryllia with a T\s of 

89 K and 91.5 respectively. [14,15] YSZ has the 

disadvantage of large substrate cost for a process whose 

greatest advantage is low cost and easy fabrication. 

Beryllia has the disadvantage of a very low Joe 

Research on thick film superconductor in general 

reports poor film adhesion for films fired below 900°C, 

while films fired above approximately 940°C have excellent 

adhesion. [3,11] Microstructural analysis of films is also 

very consistent. All films show individual particles which 

form a continuous path by edge connection. These films also 

show voids in the structure, thus reducing superconducting 

fraction.



CHAPTER 3. MATERIALS and METHODS 

3.1 Materials 

The materials for this research are divided into the 

following groups: i) materials necessary for the production 

of bulk superconductors ii) materials necessary for the 

production of thick film samples. The bulk superconductor 

materials consist of 99.9% pure Y,0;, 99.9% pure BaCO,, and 

99.99% pure CuO,. In addition to the above, components 

necessary for production of a thick film paste are alpha 

terpineol as an organic vehicle, and ethyl cellulose as an 

organic binder. 

3.1.1 Bulk Superconductors 

Bulk superconductors are made by mixing 15.1% Y,0,, 

52.9% BaCO,, and 32.0% CuO by weight which gives the 

proportions necessary to achieve the proper stoichiometry of 

Yba,Cu,0,. The compounds are mixed with a water and alcohol 

solution in a mortar and pestel until a homogenous gray 

color is achieved and the consistency is that of dry clay. 

The mixture is then pressed into one inch diameter pellets 

under 5000 psi of pressure using a hydraulic press. 

10



After being allowed to dry, the pellets are fired ina 

Lindberg quartz tube furnace for 24 hours at 950°C in an 

atmosphere of 0, flowing at 150 ml/min. After 24 hours the 

samples are cooled at a rate of 4°C/min. to 750°C and are 

then allowed to furnace cool to room temperature. The 

resulting pellets are black if the superconducting phase has 

been achieved or greenish black if the desired phase is not 

present. 

3.1.2 Superconductor Paste 325 Mesh Screened and 635 Mesh 

Screened 

Paste production is broken into two sections: 325 mesh 

screened and 635 mesh screened. The former is used in 

determining the optimum firing profile, while the latter is 

used in the studies of film thickness, substrate effect, and 

aging. The process is the same as the 325 mesh process 

except the final particle size produced in the screening 

process is smaller. 

Bulk superconductors are thoroughly ground with a 

mortar and pestle, and passed through a wire mesh screen to 

separate the particle sizes. Particles with a diameter 

smaller than the wire separation of the screen will pass 

through while larger particles will not. A screens mesh is 

determined by the number of wires per linear inch (i.e. a 

il



325 mesh screen will have 325 wires per inch) Figure 3 shows 

the relative sizes of the 325 and 635 mesh screens which 

were used in separating the superconductor particles. 

Figure 4 shows that the average particle size of the 

325 mesh screened powders is -20 pm with some smaller 

particles present as well. This average size is smaller 

than the wire spacing of 42.5 pm. An SEM of the 635 mesh 

screened particles is shown in Figure 5. The latter 

particles are much more uniform in size and again are 

smaller than the 20 pm wire spacing. The presence of small 

particles less than the wire spacing can be explained by 

observing their ease of passage around larger particles and 

through the screen, while large particles still less than 

the wire spacing tend to be blocked by those particles too 

large to pass through the screen. This process will tend to 

yield particles smaller than expected. 

3.1.3 Contacts 

Electrical contacts were initially made with Epotek 

Silver epoxy on the surface of the films. Figure 6 shows 

the initial testing pattern. The contacts were connected 

from the sample to the instruments using copper wire. This 

configuration had the disadvantage of using an entire 

substrate for a single test, and the substrates used were 

12
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Figure 4 325 Mesh Screened Particles 
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Figure 5 635 Mesh Screened Particles 
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also too large for testing in our extremely low temperature cryostat. 

It was necesary to develop a substrate testing 

configuration which allowed for use of the low temperature 

cyrostat, yielded mutiple samples from one substrate, and 

used screen printed contacts. An improved testing pattern 

shown in Figure 7 was developed. Ag/Pd contacts are first 

screen printed and fired on the substrate, followed by 

printing of the superconductor paste and annealing. Figure 

8 reveals little change in conductivity between the Ag/Pd 

paste fired at 1000°C and the standard 850°C. There are 

therefore no concerns when annealing the Ag/Pd paste with 

the superconductor paste at 1000°C. 

17
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CHAPTER 4 TESTING 

4.1 Bulk Superconductor Testing 

4.1.1 Meissner Effect 

Bulk samples were tested for superconductivity by 

utilizing the Meissner effect, which states that a 

superconductor in the presence of a magnetic field will 

expel all of the magnetic field lines which impinge upon its 

surface. The result is that a repulsive force is formed 

when a permanent magnet is brought near the superconductor, 

and the magnet floats above the superconductor. (See Figure 

9.) All bulk superconductor samples were tested for this 

property before being used for making paste. 

4.1.2 Four-Point Resistivity 

Four point resistivity is a method of testing the 

resistivity of a material without including any extraneous 

components of resistance such as contact and cable 

resistances. This testing method is done by passing a known 

constant current through two contacts on a sample and 

measuring the voltage drop between two other points on the 

same sample. If the geometry of the voltage measuring 

20
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contacts is such that all current passing through the sample 

must pass through the voltage contacts, then a simple form 

of Ohm’s law may be used to calculate resistance. (See 

Figure 10) Resistance is given by 

Re (4.1) 

Where: 

R = resistance of sample 

V = measured voltage 

TI = set current 

With a known resistance and dimensions the materials 

resistivity can be determined from the relation. 

p- 4 (4.2) 

Where: 

p=resistivity 

R=four point resistance 

A=cross sectional area sample 

il=length of sample. 

In the case of thick film samples the geometry factor is 

determined by measuring the thickness of the film and 

integrating the thickness over the width and dividing that 

area by the distance between contacts. Figure 11 shows a 

typical thickness profile of a thick film superconductor 

22
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with the cross sectional area indicated by shading. The 

length of the sample is simply the distance between the 

voltage contacts and can be easily measured. 

4.2 Film Testing 

4.2.1 Full Substrate Testing 

Testing was broken into two sections, the first of 

which was performed in a liquid nitrogen cryostat capable of 

reaching a minimum temperature of 87 K. The cryostat was 

made by placing a thermal mass (in this case five pounds of 

copper) in an evacuated chamber while passing pressurized 

liquid nitrogen through it. The temperature was monitored 

by a thermocouple mounted next to the sample. The analog 

signal voltage from the thermocouple monitor was fed 

directly to the X-axis of an X-Y recorder. The voltage 

probes of the four point resistivity measurement were fed 

directly to the Y-axis of the recorder. (See Figures 12 and 

13.) 

4.3.2 Low Temperature Testing 

In order to measure more preciously the T,’s of the 

materials being tested, temperatures lower than 87 K must be 

25
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achieved. This was done by using a closed loop helium 

cryostat controlled by a computer through an interface. This 

system is known as MEDUSA (Materials and Electronic Device 

Universal System Analyzer) and is diagramed in Figure 

14.{18] This closed system is capable of reaching 

temperatures of 30 K with acceptable stability. 

Testing in the low temperature cryostat required that 

the substrates be sectioned into pieces less than .4 cm x 

-4cm in size and be mounted in a T08 can. Figure 15 shows a 

TO8 can and a substrate being tested. The substrate is 

electrically connected to the TO8 can via 5 mil diameter 

aluminum wire which is attached with silver epoxy. The T08 

can is in turn electrically connected to the instruments 

through the cold head and is thermally connected to the cold 

head with thermally conductive grease. 

4.3.3 Critical Current Testing 

Critical current is defined when the current density 

through a superconductor forces the superconductor to become 

non-superconducting. This parameter is a function of the T, 

of the material and the sample temperature. Due to 

temperature stability problems critical current measurements 

for the superconducting thick films were conducted at a 

constant temperature of 30 K. The critical currents were 
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were determined by increasing the current flow through a 

sample to the point where a finite resistance is measured ( 

i.e. a finite voltage appeared on the voltage probes). The 

current at this point is then recorded and divided by the 

cross sectional area of the sample to yield a_ critical 

current density in A/em?. Because critical currents are 

sensitive to test temperatures, these values are to be used 

for comparison of films tested under identical conditions. 

They are not intended to be comparable to published critical 

currents, which are usually measured at 4.2 K. 

4.3.4 Adhesion Testing (Tape Test) 

A test for the adhesion of a film to a substrate is 

known as the "tape test." This test consists of taking the 

film in question and placing a piece of "Scotch" tape on the 

surface of the film. If the film or particles in the film 

stick to the tape the film is said to fail the test. On the 

other hand if no particles stick to the tape the film is 

said to pass. 

4.4 Structural and Chemical Analysis 

Characterization of film surfaces is done using a 

scanning electron microscope (SEM). The SEM gives 
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microstructural information and qualitative film quality 

through high magnification images of the film surface. An 

SEM is also capable of giving chemical analysis with the 

assistance of an energy dispersive x-ray system (EDAX). 

This system gives gross chemical analysis by analyzing the 

characteristic x-rays emitted from a material under electron 

illumination. 
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CHAPTER 5 RESULTS 

5.1 Bulk Superconductor Results 

The bulk superconductor pellets were tested in both the 

liquid nitrogen cryostat and the low temperature cryostat. 

Both systems yielded a T, of 92 K for all samples tested. 

Figure 16 shows an SEM micrograph of the structure as well 

as the R vs T graph. The SEM shows an obvious 

polycrystaline structure with very few voids. Figure 17 

shows an EDAX scan of the bulk superconductor, the primary 

components are yttrium, barium, and copper as would be 

expected. EDAX is not capable of detecting oxygen. [16] 

5.2 Firing Profile Results 

All samples in this section of the study were printed 

on 96% alumina substrates using the initial testing pattern 

and tested using the full substrate cryostat. The films 

were printed through an 80 mesh screen and yielded thickness 

after firing of 100-150 pm. The only exceptions are the 

films fired in the belt furnace at a peak temperature of 

850°C. These samples are approximately 200 pm thick. 

A belt furnace firing profile consists of heating a 

sample to a peak temperature, holding at that temperature 
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for 10 minutes, and cooling to room temperature. A standard 

profile has a peak temperature of 850°C and takes a total of 

one hour. (See Figure 18.) None of the films fired at this 

profile were testable. All of the films fired as such 

failed the adhesion tape test and had resistance greater 

than 100 KQ. Figure 19 shows an SEM micrograph of one of 

these films. This micrograph indicates that the peak firing 

temperature of 850°C is not sufficient to promote bonding of 

particles at their edges. 

Firing profiles with peak temperatures higher than 

900°C yielded films which were able to be tested. These 

films had a sudden drop in resistivity, which can indicate 

superconductivity, but failed to go completely 

superconducting. Figure 20 shows a typical resistivity vs 

temperature graph and SEM micrograph of a film fired ina 

belt furnace at a peak temperature of 900°C. The SEM 

micrograph indicates that some inter-particle bonding is 

taking place, and the particles are larger than the 850°C 

peak fired film, indicating some particle growth. This film 

shows a superconductivity-like onset at 98 K but resistance 

only falls to approximately one third of its higher 

temperature value before leveling off. Increasing the peak 

firing temperature to 980°C improved the film by lowering 

the high temperature resistance (i.e. resistance above 100 

K) by one half and the superconductive transition lowered 
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Figure 19 SEM Micrograph of Film Fired in Belt Furnace at 
850°C Peak Temperature 
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the resistivity by another three quarters, but the final 

film retained a low temperature resistive element. Figure 

21 shows the resistivity vs temperature and SEM micrograph 

of this filn. The individual grains have grown in this 

sample, and interconnection between particles is the best yet. 

From the data shown above it is apparent that a 

standard belt furnace firing is not enough to produce a 

superconducting film. A post firing anneal is needed. The 

first of these was a repeat of the sintering process which 

the bulk superconductor pellets undergo when they are made, 

950°C in flowing 0, for 24 hours followed by a 4°/min. cool 

to room temperature. This annealing produced an excessive 

reaction with the alumina substrate and yielded resistivity 

results slightly better than a belt furnace firing. Figure 

22 shows the substrate reaction at the film substrate edge. 

Figure 23 shows resistivity vs temperature and an SEM of 

that film. The grains have melted together which would be 

desired if it is the correct phase, but the bulk 

superconductor materials don’t melt when fired, thus a lower 

melting (non-superconducting) phase has been produced during 

the reaction with the alumina substrate. Figure 24 shows 

EDAX scans of the substrate reaction in two different areas. 

These scans show very small peaks for yttrium which 

indicates the reacted area shown in Figure 22 is a low 

melting phase of barium and copper.[3,17] 
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Figure 22 Substrate Fired at 950°C for 24 Hours 
Arrows Indicate Substrate Reaction at Film Edge 
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In order to reduce substrate interactions, shorter 

annealing times were needed. Literature suggested 30 

minutes at 950°C in flowing 0, which gave a resistivity 

curve which was still dropping at 87 K.[19] Additional 

testing showed that this sample did indeed go to zero 

resistance at 68 K and had a J, of 50 A/cm* at 30 K. (See 

Figure 25.) The most successful firing scheme involved a 

belt furnace firing at a peak temperature of 850°C followed 

by a rapid heating from room temperature to 1000°C, 

maintaining 1000°C for 15 minutes, and cooling at 4°C/min to 

room temperature.[11] This firing yielded a T, of 72 K and 

a J, of 250 A/cm’. (See Figure 26.) This firing process 

seems to be the best trade off between allowing the 

individual particles to connect while not allowing time for 

substrate reactions to destroy the superconducting 

properties of the film. This firing process was used 

exclusively in firing of all samples used in study of 

substrate effect, line widths, line thickness, and aging. 

5.3 Effects of Substrate, Line width, and Line Thickness 

To examine the electrical effects of the substrate 

interactions mentioned above, various line widths were 

printed. Line thickness was also varied by printing through 

various mesh screens. Finally two substrate materials were 
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used, to examine the effect substrate materials play in the 

interactions. 

5.3.1 Alumina substrates 

Figure 27 shows resistivity vs temperature anda 

representative SEM micrograph of three lines printed on 

alumina substrates through a 325 mesh screen. These lines 

are 25-30 pm thick. This graph shows no superconducting 

transition. The film shows very little presence of 

individual particles, and also shows microcracks in the film 

surface. These cracks leave very few continuous paths for 

current conduction. 

Figure 28 shows resistivity vs temperature and SEM of 

lines printed through a 165 mesh screen. These lines are 

40-50 pm thick . This graph shows a transition at 98 K, but 

has a total resistivity decrease of less than one quarter. 

The SEM micrograph shows the same basic structure as Figure 

27. 

Figure 29 shows resistivity vs temperature and SEM of 

lines printed through a 80 mesh screen. These lines are 60- 

75 pm thick. The resistivity curve is starting to resemble 

the resistivity curves found in the firing profile 

optimization. The SEM is also indicates individual 

particles and a more continuous path for the conduction 
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of current. 

Figure 30 shows resistivity vs temperature and SEM of 

lines double printed through an 80 mesh screen. These lines 

are 100-125 pm thick. The 200 and 100 mil wide lines do go 

superconducting and have T,’s of 72 and 70 K. The 50 mil 

wide line doesn’t go superconducting. The J,’s of these 

lines at 30 K are relatively low at 75 A/cm* for the 200 mil 

line and 60 A/cm* for the 100 mil line. The SEM micrograph 

shows that there are now obvious paths for electrical 

conduction. 

5.3.2 Magnesia Substrates 

Figures 31-33 show resistivity vs temperature graphs 

and SEM’s of films printed on magnesia substrates. All 

lines printed on theses substrates are superconducting after 

annealing. The T,’s of these lines were 68-72 K, almost 

identical to the films on alumina which were 

superconducting. The structures of all of these films show 

partially melted particles with voids. 

Table 1 shows the critical currents for these films. 

There is very little differences between film thicknesses 

and a more pronounced difference between line widths. 
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5.4 Effects of Aging 

The aging study was carried out on the same substrates 

used in the film thickness, line width, and substrate 

studies. The samples for the aging study were taken after 

exposure to an atmosphere of 70°-75°F and 35-55% relative 

humidity. Samples are tested after 0 days, 15 days, and 30 

days exposure. SEM micrographs of these substrates showed 

no visible changes from their unaged condition. For this 

reason SEM’s of these samples are not shown. 

5.4.1 Alumina Substrates 

The only film on an alumina substrate to show 

superconductivity in previous tests is the double printed 

through an 80 mesh screen substrate. Since this is the only 

substrate to show superconductivity it is the only substrate 

discussed in this section. 

Figure 34 shows resistivity vs temperature for the aged 

films. There is very little change in T,’s of this sample. 

The 200 mil wide line doesn’t change and the 100 mil wide 

line drops from 70 K to 68 K in a period of 30 days. The 

interesting change is in the critical current densities. 

(See Figure 35.) There is a drop of approximately 25% in 

both over the 30 day period. 
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Table 1. Critical Currents of Films on MgO Substrates 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Line Thickness and Width Critical Current J, 

(pm by mils) A/cn? 

28 by 200 625 

27 by 100 550 

25 by 50 400 

50 by 200 600 

44 by 100 500 

40 by 50 425 

77 by 200 635 

68 by 100 580 

62 by 50 465      



5.4.2 Magnesia Substrates 

Figure 36 shows the changes in critical current 

densities over 30 days in all of films printed on magnesia 

substrates. The change in these values is less than 10% in 

all cases. 

5.5 Effect of Line Width 

The reduction of electrical properties with reduced 

line width very evident in these results. The most striking 

example of this is seen in Figure 30 where the thinnest line 

doesn’t go superconducting while the thicker lines do. This 

indicates that an edge reaction is taking place. 
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CHAPTER 6 DISCUSSTON 

6.1 SEM Microstructure 

Comparing the bulk superconductor microstructure 

(Figure 17) to the microstructure of the thick films, it is 

apparent that the goal of reproducing the bulk 

superconductor in thick film form has not been achieved. 

This is also seen in the electrical properties of the thick 

films. The T,’s are approximately 25 K lower than the bulk 

materials. The voids are an obvious reduction of 

superconducting fraction and could account for the low 

critical currents. The cross section measurement does not 

take the voids into account. 

6.2 Substrate Interactions 

Alumina has limited solubility in YBa,Cu30, but does 

promote phase decomposition to Bacuo,, Y,Cu,0,, and 

YBa,Cu,0,.[20,21,22] This result is consistent with the EDAX 

scans of the substrate interaction shown in Figure 25. The 

scans show very little yittrium and varying amounts of 

copper and barium. This could indicate that a BaCuO, phase 

has melted out of the bulk leaving it yittria rich which 

could destroy superconductivity. Using firing schemes which 
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do not allow time for this yittria poor phase to form does 

not alleviate the problem. Films less than 50pm thick fired 

in this way exhibit microcracking on the film surface which 

seems to destroy superconductivity by physically preventing 

electrical connection through the film. This could be 

caused by the rapid heating and a mismatch in coefficient of 

thermal expansion between the film and substrate. Figure 37 

shows a graph of thermal expansion rates of ¥Ba,Cu,0, and 

various other substrate materials.[19] Alumina has the 

largest thermal mismatch of any materials listed. 

6.3 Reduction of T. 

The persistence of T,’s in the 68-72 K temperature 

range indicates that a common factor is ultimately limiting 

the maximum T, available using these processes. Using 

different firing scenarios, different substrates, and 

different environmental exposures changed the T,’s very 

little. This must ba attributed to factor from firing or 

processing. A possible explanation is oxygen depletion of 

the superconducting particles at their surface. Figure 38 

shows the effect of oxygen content on T,.[25] An oxygen 

content of x=6.83 will give a T, of 70 K. The surface 

depletion could also come from water interaction with the 

particles during size reduction. The reduction of T,’s by 
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by water reaction has been well documented. [23,24,25] 

Another indication that a surface effect is responsible for 

T, reduction is seen in Figures 25, 27, and 32. These 

figures show a drop in resistivity between 90 and 95 K 

before following their normal transitions. This behavior 

could indicate that there are two superconducting phases 

present. Figure 39 shows a representation of a 

polycrystaline material consisting of particles having edges 

of a low T, material and a center of high T, material. The 

final product will have an initial drop in resistance when 

the center starts to drop but the total resistance will be 

limited by the low T, edges. 

6.4 Effect of Aging 

With the short duration of the aging study performed 

here the only effect seen was the reduction of critical 

current. Other studies have been performed documenting the 

degradation of YBa,Cu,0, films.(23,24,25] The proposed 

reactions are as follows: 

2YBa,Cu,0,, + 3H,O = Y,BaCuO, + 5CuO + (.5-x)0, 

and 

2YBa,Cu,0, + CO,(aq) + Ba(OH), ~ 3BaCO, + Y,BaCuO, + 5CuO + +0, 

These reactions use H,O and CO, to react with the 

superconducting films and will destroy their 
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Figure 39. Two Phase Superconducting Particles 
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superconductivity from the surface. Water and carbon 

dioxide are common compounds present in a laboratory 

environment. These reactions could be taking place during 

the aging process and would reduce the critical current of a 

film by reducing the total superconducting fraction. This 

would continue until the reaction had progressed to the 

point where there was no path for current to pass. At this 

point the T,’ should begin to reduce. 

5.5 Effect of Line Thickness 

Line thickness is a very important factor in the films 

which were produced. The alumina substrates seem to have a 

minimum film thickness necessary for a superconducting film. 

This minimum thickness is about 100pm. This can be 

accounted for by assuming that aluminum ions have a finite 

diffusion rate in YBa,Cu,0,. At some thickness there is not 

enough time for the ions to move far enough to pass 

completely through the film. This is not a problem with 

magnesia substrates. Magnesia must not react with the 

superconducting film to the extent alumina does. 

5.6 Effect of Line Width 

Line width of thick film superconductors has a profound 
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effect of the electrical characteristics of that film. In 

all cases the wider the film the better the electrical 

characteristics. The high temperature resistivities are 

higher for narrow films as well as Figure 30 which shows a 

film where the thinnest film doesn’t go superconducting 

while the other lines do. This can be explained in two 

ways. i) When a non-superconducting phase is formed during 

firing it must separate itself from the film. If this phase 

doesn’t separate it may reform into YBa,Cu,0, during cooling. 

The substrate interface and line edge are the only places 

this phase can separate itself. The narrower lines have 

more edge length per unit area of film than wide lines. 

Thus the effect would be more profound in thinner lines. 

ii) During the printing and firing process the films would 

tend to densify to the center leaving the film surface 

porous. The line edge would be added surface which is 

porous. Both of these cases would reduce the 

superconducting fraction and would also increase high 

temperature resistivity. 
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 Conclusions 

Ceramic superconductors can be made for thick film uses 

from bulk superconductor materials by reducing the particles 

to a size small enough to pass through a printing screen. 

The paste is made by mixing this powder with a vehicle, and 

binder. These processes involve no specialized equipment 

and easily obtainable materials. 

When a viable superconductor paste is used on a ceramic 

substrate, the issue of substrate interaction must be 

addressed. Alumina substrates can react with the paste as 

shown in Figure 22 to destroy superconductivity. Magnesia 

substrates are superior to alumina substrates in this 

respect. The substrate interaction affects the film 

properties to the point where superconductivity is lost for 

films less than 100pm thick on alumina substrates. Magnesia 

substrates don’t seem to have a thickness limit. 

Exposure to air causes degradation of superconducting 

films by reacting with water vapor and carbon dioxide. This 

reaction causes a reduction in J, by destroying 

superconductivity from the surface and reducing the fraction 

of superconducting cross section. This reduction of J, can 
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be seen in Figure 36. 

Line thickness and width play and important role in the 

quality of a superconducting thick film. The thicker and 

wider lines are less susceptible to substrate and 

environmental effects by providing isolation to the film’s 

core. 

Conclusions in Summary: 

1) Ceramic superconductors can be produced for thick film 

uses with no specialized equipment. 

2) Substrate reactions with superconducting thick films 

affect the quality of the film. 

3) Magnesia is a superior substrate material to alumina for 

films of any thickness. 

4) Alumina substrates can be used for films greater than 

100pm thick. 

5) Exposure to a room ambient causes degradation of 

superconducting films. 

6) Thicker and wider lines are less susceptible to 

environmental and substrate effects than thinner, narrow 

lines. 

7.2 Recommendations For Future Work 

1) Study the effect of buffer layers and encapsulating 

materials. Silver has been used in this respect to improve 
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the quality of films by filling the voids ina 

superconductor film. Silver is a common conductor in thick 

film technology and would be a logical choice for a buffer 

layer. [27] 

2) Study the effect of greater oxygen overpressure on T,. 

To examine the theory that the reduction of T, is caused by 

oxygen depletion of the particles at their edges, an 

overpressure of oxygen during the firing process should 

increase the T, of the films if this is the case. 

3) Reduce the particle size of paste materials. In an 

effort to reduce the voids or non-superconducting fraction 

of a film, smaller particles in a paste should increase the 

packing efficiency before firing. This should lead to a 

film closer to theoretical density. 

4) Fabricate other high T, superconducting materials. This 

is an obvious next step in this research. Higher T, 

materials are easier to work with and promise better 

applications. This area is not as clear cut as is may seen. 

The two choices for paste material should be a bismuth or 

thallium based superconductor. The bismuth superconductors 

require from 80 to 200 hours of sintering, which is not 

practical for a technology known for speed. Thallium is a 

very toxic element and care must be taken when using it. 
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